ALL THE YOUNG FOLK
Round set for 6 couples – Reel
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1st Figure
With hands joined, all go forward to the centre and back; set left and right to partner.
As in A1, but set right and left to corner.
Men move to centre and take hands in a circle, while the Women fall back;
Men circle left (double step), while the Women set right and left, turn single right and
left;
Men fall back to original places, while the Women move forward to original places.
Women move to centre and take hands in a circle, circle right and fall back to original
places, while the Men fall back, set left and right, turn single left and right and move
forward to original places.
2nd Figure
Partners side right shoulder and set left and right.
Corners side left shoulder and set right and left.
All finish facing centre.
Odd numbered couples lead partner to the centre and face partner, while even
numbered couples fall back;
Odd numbered couples passing partner right shoulder, whole circular hey and fall back
to original places, while even numbered couples set right and left to partner turn partner
with both hands and lead forward to original places.
Odd numbered couples do as the even numbered couples did in A1 and vice versa.
3rd Figure
Partners right hand turn (or arm right) and set left and right.
Corners left hand turn (or arm left) and set right and left.
Odd numbered couples with their immediate neighbours take hands to form lines
forming a triangle (1st couple with M2 + W6, 3rd couple with M4 + W2, 5th couple with
M6 + W4); lines fall back and come forward;
All gipsy clockwise (right shoulder) round corner and anticlockwise (left shoulder)
round partner.
Even numbered couples with their immediate neighbours make a triangle, fall back and
come forward;
All gipsy anticlockwise (left shoulder) round corner and clockwise (right shoulder)
round partner. Honour partner.

